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A semi-analytical model of the influence of phytoplankton community
structure on the relationship between light attenuation and ocean color

Áurea M. Ciotti, John J. Cullen, and Marlon R. Lewis
Centre for Environmental Observation Technology and Research, Department of Oceanography, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada

Abstract.  A model was developed to examine the influence of phytoplankton community
structure on the relationship between diffuse attenuation and ratios of upwelling radiance. Shifts
in phytoplankton communities were represented by changing mean optical properties as a
function of chlorophyll (C, mg m-3), consistent with large data sets from the field and laboratory.
The product of cell size and internal pigment concentration, dci , governs pigment packaging,
which alters the specific absorption coefficients of phytoplankton ( aph∗ , m2 mgChl-1). Pigment
packaging was parameterized as a function of C by combining the relationship between dci and
aph∗  from phytoplankton cultures with that between aph∗  and C from the field, using data for 675
nm, where absorption by accessory pigments is low. Changes in accessory pigmentation were
approximated by quantifying residual variability in aph∗  at other wavelengths, as functions of C,
once the variability with dci  was taken into account. Absorption by colored dissolved organic
matter (CDOM), detrital absorption, and scattering by particles were also parameterized as
functions of C, so that bio-optical relationships could be modeled as functions of trophic status.
The model thus reconciled recognized relationships between optical properties and C with
ecologically interpretable shifts in phytoplankton communities. Empirical relationships between
diffuse attenuation and ocean color were well reproduced at low (0.5 mg m-3) to medium (10 mg
m-3) C. Analysis of variability imposed by a range of dci  suggests that it may be possible to
recognize phytoplankton communities with cell sizes and intracellular pigment concentration
different from the central tendency, given a set of wavelengths which minimizes the influence of
CDOM and detrital absorption.

1. Introduction

Understanding the factors controlling the attenuation of
solar energy in the ocean is of central importance in
oceanography, as attenuation influences photosynthetic
rates [e.g. Platt et al., 1988], photochemistry [e.g., Miller,
1994], and upper ocean thermal dynamics [e.g., Lewis et al.,
1990]. Robust empirical relationships derived from
regressions of attenuation on ocean color measurements
[e.g., Aarup et al., 1996; Austin and Petzold, 1981; Mueller
and Trees, 1997] make feasible the use of ocean color drifters
and remotely sensed observations to estimate attenuation in
surface waters. The robust relationship between ocean color
and attenuation reflects fundamental physical and biological
bases that deserve further investigation. Explicit
representation of the terms in these relationships allows a
transition from an empirical approach for prediction to a
more rigorous analytical foundation [Gordon et al., 1988]
which permits the quantitative exploration of the role of
various dissolved and particulate components on its
variability. This is achieved by parameterizing the optical
properties that govern both attenuation and ocean color,
that is, absorption and scattering.

In most oceanic situations, the attenuation of light i s
strongly affected by biogenic particles, such as
phytoplankton.  In coastal waters the parameterization of
both absorption and scattering is complicated by the
presence of inorganic particles and colored dissolved organic
matter (CDOM), and by variability in species composition of
phytoplankton. Our approach was to develop a model that
explained the central tendency for both absorption and
backscattering coefficients to vary with C,  in terms of
ecologically interpretable shifts in phytoplankton
communities from oligotrophic to eutrophic environments
[see Yentsch and Phinney, 1989]. The basis of the
parameterization was a large data set of optical measurements
from both field and laboratory investigations; the influences
of pigment packaging and changes in pigment composition
on phytoplankton absorption were considered independently.
The influences of detrital and CDOM optical properties were
also included in the model

The resulting model therefore reconciles a wide range of
known relationships between optical properties and trophic
status, along with theoretical relationships and data from field
and laboratory, so that the optical consequences of changes in
phytoplankton  community structure can be assessed. The
model explains a large fraction of the variability in
relationships between ocean color and diffuse attenuation, as
well as most of the variability in a relationship between ocean
color and bulk chlorophyll  concentration  using remote
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sensing techniques (i.e., radiance ratios). The semi-analytical
nature of the model lets us examine several types of residual
variation about the central tendency,  associated with changes
in cell size (pigment packaging) and in pigment
composition, as well as with detritus and CDOM. Analysis of
this residual variability allows us to assess the influence of
local phytoplankton communities on optical relationships in
coastal waters. In turn, the model can be used to interpret
deviations in relationships between optical properties as
expressions of different phytoplankton communities. The
model is thus a useful tool to understand the extend to which
variable optical properties reflect ecological dynamics in
coastal waters.

2. Background

Both the diffuse attenuation coefficient and radiance ratios
are so-called apparent optical properties (AOPs) which depend
on both the optical properties of the water and its
constituents, and the geometrical distribution of the radiance
field [Preisendorfer, 1961]. A parameterization of the
relationship between attenuation and upwelling radiance
ratios from first principles requires that this relationship be
described using inherent optical properties (IOPs) only,
which are independent of the radiance field. It is noteworthy
that comparisons between two AOPs will be influenced by
changes in the geometrical distribution of the radiance.
Nevertheless, because we are comparing the attenuation
coefficient, which can be treated as a quasi-inherent optical
property [Preisendorfer, 1961], to ratios of upwelling
radiance, for which the parameters describing the geometric
distribution of radiance largely cancel out (see below), the
effects of changes in the light field in our comparison are
expected to be small.

2.1. Ratios of spectral radiance at the surface

Surface irradiance reflectance ( R( )λ ,  dimensionless, see
Notation) is defined as the ratio of upwelling to downwelling
irradiance just below the surface. Relationships
between R( )λ and IOPs are well known [see Gordon et al.,
1988, and references therein].
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where Eu ( )λ  and Ed ( )λ  are the upwelling and downwelling
spectral irradiances (W m-2 nm-1), Lu ( )λ  is the upwelling
radiance (W m-2 nm-1sr-1), Q( )λ  is the ratio of the upwelling
irradiance to the nadir upwelling radiance (sr), f ( )λ  is a
parameter that depends on the geometrical distribution of the
light field (dimensionless), a( )λ  is the total absorption
coefficient (m-1), and bb ( )λ  is the total backscattering
coefficient (m-1). It is important to note that while both f ( )λ
and Q( )λ  vary primarily with changes in the local radiance
distribution, they are also functions of the water constituents
[e.g., Morel and Gentili, 1996].

Given two wavelengths, λ1  and λ2 , their radiance ratio can
be expressed as
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For consistency  with  previous  work, and  with  no  loss of

generality, we choose two specific wavelengths, 443 and 550
nm. Equation (2) can be further simplified if it is assumed that
b ab <<  [Gordon et al., 1988; Morel and Prieur, 1977]:
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This assumption will not be valid in highly turbid
environments, which are outside of the scope of this paper
[see Kirk, 1994a]. We can group the first two terms in (3), so
that
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The value of M can, in principle, be computed by assuming a
spectral shape for Ed ( )λ  and estimating the spectral
dependence of f Q( ) ( )λ λ . The spectral shape of Ed ( )λ  can
be measured easily, or computed using a clear sky model in
which the inputs are atmospheric conditions, solar angle, and
surface albedo [Gregg and Carder, 1990]. For a variety of
parameters within the expected ranges for our experiments,
several runs of the clear sky model by Gregg and Carder
[1990] generated values of E Ed d( ) ( )443 550  between 0.92
and 0.98, with a median value of 0.95. Both f ( )λ  and Q( )λ
are functions of the geometrical distribution of radiance and
of the IOPs, as mentioned before. However, for Case 1 waters
with chlorophyll concentrations below 3 mg m-3, Monte
Carlo simulations [Morel and Gentili, 1993] have shown that
the relationship between f Q( ) / ( )443 443  and f Q( ) / ( )550 550
obeys a one-to-one ratio with an error of ±3.5%. We will
assume that this one-to-one ratio is valid in our
parameterization, but increasing variability is expected as
chlorophyll increases [Morel and Gentili, 1996]. For
simplicity, we will initially consider M to be equal to 0.95,
representing an “expected” value of E Ed d( ) / ( )443 550 , so
that (3) becomes
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Throughout this paper we will refer always to 550 nm for
the green wave band, even when field data are for slightly
different wavelengths (see Results). As will be shown later,
both optical and biological data are weighted by the
wavelength responses of the sensors, but in the green region,
gradients with respect to wavelength are small. Thus at a first
approximation the differences among the instruments used
and modeled relationships can be ignored.

2.2 Diffuse Attenuation Coefficient

The diffuse vertical attenuation coefficient Kd(λ) (m-1) can
be also described as a function of IOPs [e.g., Gordon et al.,
1975; Sathyendranath and Platt, 1988]:
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where µ λd ( )  is the average cosine for downwelling irradiance,
defined as the ratio of Ed ( )λ  to E0 ( )λ , the  downwelling
scalar irradiance. The value of µ λd ( )  is influenced by the
angular distribution of the incident radiance, changing with
solar angle and with the proportions of diffuse to direct light
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[Bukata et al., 1995]. The average cosine is also a function of
the ratio between the scattering and absorption coefficients
(b/a) for a given solar angle [Kirk, 1994b, and references
therein]; it will therefore change with different particle
assemblages. Assuming fixed solar angles between vertically
incident and 45˚, and b/a ranging from 2 to 15 (coastal waters),
µd  varies from approximately 0.75 to 0.65 [Kirk, 1994b].
Thus we will assume a constant value of 0.7 for µd . This
assumption may not hold for waters with very small b/a (low
particles and high CDOM concentration), but because we are
interested mainly in coastal waters, we feel that this
assumption will hold for the situations analyzed in this work.
In fact, for a time series of measurements collected in Bedford
Basin (described below), the relationship between Kd ( )λ  in
the blue and green regions and total absorption coefficient (not
shown) was linear (r2=0.79) with a slope of 0.713 (± 0.035)
consistent with our assumed value for µd .

3. Model Structure and Parameterization of IOPs

Equations (5) and (6) show that the IOPs necessary to
reproduce the relationship between Kd ( )490  and
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  are the total absorption coefficients ( a( )λ )

and the total backscattering coefficients ( bb ( )λ ) at 443, 490,
and 550 nm. The constituents that govern the variability in
IOPs are generally divided into four groups [see Kirk, 1994b]:
water (w), phytoplankton (ph), CDOM, and particles other
than phytoplankton, hereinafter referred to as detritus (det). In
the following sections, we will describe the parameterization
of these IOPs with trophic status, represented by concentration
of chlorophyll plus pheopigments (C, mg m-3). Pheopigments
are assumed to be unimportant, as our analysis is focused on
surface waters, where the lifetime of pheopigments is short
[SooHoo and Kiefer, 1982]. A schematic representation of the
steps for the development of the model is presented in Figure
1 .

3.1. Total Absorption

IOPs are additive, so that, following the abbreviations
described above:

  a a a a aw ph cdom( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).λ λ λ λ λ= + + + det                          (7)

The absorption coefficients for seawater are assumed to be
constant and equal to those for pure water [Pope and Fry,
1997]. The other components will be parameterized as a
function of C, as described below.

3.1.1.  Parameterization of phytoplankton a b -
sorpt ion .  Phytoplankton absorption is usually represented
as

                          a Cph pha( ) ( ),λ λ= ∗                                              (8)

where aph∗ ( )λ  (m2 mg Chl-1) is the chlorophyll-specific
absorption coefficient of phytoplankton. Changes in cell size
and in the composition and degree of packaging of pigments
influence aph∗ ( )λ [Babin et al., 1993; Bricaud et al., 1995;
Bricaud et al., 1983; Morel and Bricaud, 1981; Nelson et al.,
1993; Sathyendranath et al., 1987; Sosik and Mitchell, 1995;
Stuart et al., 1998; Yentsch and Phinney, 1989]. Thus aph∗ ( )λ
is not constant and has been parameterized as a function of C
by assuming diverse forms for the relationship between
aph ( )λ  and C (see discussion by Lutz et al. (1996)).

When analyzed in the context of trophic status, changes in
both spectral shape and amplitude of aph∗ ( )λ  are associated
with changes in community structure. An extensive set of data
is now available for aph∗ ( )λ  covering C from 0.02 to 25
mg m-3 [Bricaud et al., 1995]. We have used the near-surface
portion of these data (A. Bricaud, personal communication,
1997) and our data collected off the Oregon coast [Ciotti et
al., 1996] and in a coastal embayment (Bedford Basin, Nova
Scotia, Canada) to develop an approximation for packaging
and pigment composition, each as a function of C. To
minimize the effects of photoacclimation on aph∗ ( )λ , only
data from the first optical depth were used [Mitchell, 1992].
These data correspond to particulate absorption, corrected for
the absorption by detritus and normalized by the
concentration of chlorophyll plus pheopigments. The optical
depth (for 490 nm) was estimated from C following Morel
[1988] when direct measurements of Kd ( )490 were not
available.

3.1.1.1.  Packaging .   The packaging effect [Kirk,
1994b] comes from the intracellular self-shading which lowers
aph∗ ( )λ and flattens the absorption spectra [Duysens, 1956]. It
is well known that aph∗ ( )λ  decreases as C increases as a result
of increasing packaging [Bricaud et al., 1995, and references
therein], which is mainly controlled by the cell size, or
diameter ( d ), and the intracellular concentration of pigments,
ci  [Bricaud and Morel, 1986; Sathyendranath et al., 1987]. In
what follows, we will develop an approximation for the
product of the diameter and the intracellular pigment
concentration ( dci ) as a function of C.

 Ideally, we should parameterize dci   versus C following
first principles of physiological ecology and cell optics, using
a characterization of changes in phytoplankton communities
as C increases [cf. Yentsch and Phinney, 1989]. We have
simplified the Yentsch and Phinney [1989] approach by
representing whole communities with an average dci  that
varies as a function of C. These average cells have the mean
optical properties of the entire community (but see Campbell
[1995] for a quantitative analysis of this assumption for
phytoplankton absorption).

Once whole phytoplankton communities are characterized
as average cells, their optical properties can be estimated
within the framework of the anomalous diffraction
approximation [van de Hulst, 1957] if it is assumed that these
average cells are randomly distributed with respect to the light
field, and that they behave as homogeneous spherical particles
[Morel and Bricaud, 1986]. The efficiency factor for absorption
( Qa ( )λ ; dimensionless) for a single phytoplankton cell, that
is, the ratio of absorbed to impinged energy on the geometrical
cross section of the cell, can be estimated as
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where ρ λ' ( )  is the dimensionless optical thickness of the
particle. This is defined as the product of three quantities: the
specific absorption coefficient of the cellular material as in
solution ( asol∗ ( )λ ; m2 mgChl-1), the intracellular
concentration of this material ( ci  mg m-3) and the cell
diameter ( d ; meters), that is,

                                    ρ λ λ' ( ) ( ) .= ∗asol idc                                   (10)
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Note that the only quantity that varies spectrally in (10) i s
asol∗ ( )λ .

We now relate this theoretical absorption efficiency to the
variability in aph∗ ( )λ  observed in the field. To isolate the
effect of the packaging (expressed as dci ) on aph∗ ( )λ  from the
effect of accessory pigments (hereinafter referred to as
“pigment composition”), we will look at a wavelength where
the absorption by accessory pigments is not important. At
675 nm, phytoplankton absorption is due almost exclusively
to chlorophyll a [Bidigare et al., 1990], so a constant value for
asol∗ ( )675 , independent of pigment composition, can be
assumed. 

A coefficient representing the degree of pigment packaging
is determined as follows:
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where the ratio 3/2 is the geometrical factor for a sphere [see
Morel, 1994]. Equations (9) and (10) are used to obtain Qa ( )λ
for calculating Qa∗ ( )675  from asol∗ ( )675  and dci  (i.e.,
ρ' 675( )). The computation can be greatly simplified,
however. Solving the theoretical (11) for a range of ρ' 675( )
normally found in phytoplankton (0.005 to around 6 [Agusti,
1991]), and fitting the results to an exponential function,
Qa∗ ( )675  can be described almost exactly (n=1200; r2=0.999)
with the function Qa∗ ( )675  = m1 + m2 exp (-m3 ρ' 675( )), where
mi  are coefficients.

Because asol∗ ( )675  is assumed constant in (11), the same
functional form should describe the relationship between
aph∗ ( )675  and dci . For a wide range of phytoplankton species
grown in laboratory using diverse culturing methods (Figure
2a), the relationship is

    aph
ie dc∗ = + −

( ) . .
( . ).675 0 00767 0 0227

0 0376
                    (12)

Thus (12) is an approximation to the theory. This same
exponential form was applied to derive a purely empirical
expression for aph∗ ( )675  as a function of C (Figure 2b), using a

 compilation of our phytoplankton absorption data (i.e.,
particulate corrected for detrital absorption) and the data from
Bricaud et al. [1995]:

             aph e C∗ = + −( ) . . ( . ).675 0 0110 0 0158 0 311                 (13)

The relationship between dci  and C was obtained by
equating (12) and (13) and solving for dci  (Figure 2c):

       dc C
i e= − + −26 59 0 147 0 696 0 311. ln( . . ( . )).                   (14)

The result, at a given C, is dci  for an average cell that
represents the entire phytoplankton community. It i s
important to stress that (14) is at best an approximation of the
central tendency of both field and laboratory data sets used
here. Thus, combining equations (9), (10), and (11), we obtain
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Our goal in generating this approximation was to allow the
parameterization of phytoplankton absorption with two terms:
one dominated by packaging and one dominated by changes in
accessory pigments so that different types of communities
could be tested in our sensitivity analysis. Although the
compiled data were extensive, the use of this equation i s
limited to the assumptions that we have made, the data set used,
and to the models chosen for the curve fits. Error bars in Figure
2c represent two standard deviations, computed using the Delta
method, an approximation to a Taylor series [Bishop et al.,
1975]. In this method, the variance is computed as the product
of a matrix containing the variance and covariance terms of
each fit and a vector containing the first derivatives of the final
expression (14) evaluated at each C with respect to each of the
six fitted parameters.

3.1.1.2.  Pigment c o m p o s i t i o n .   At wavelengths
other than 675 nm, the absorption by accessory pigments
cannot be neglected. The spectral dependence of asol∗  for the

Figure 1. Parameterization of Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  as functions of C (see Notation section for
symbols, and text for details). Absorption and backscatter, then attenuation and spectral reflectance, were
predicted from C consistent with bio-optical relationships derived from theory (inverted triangle), laboratory
studies (circle), and empirical relationships from the field (hexagons). Spectral absorption: Specific absorption
coefficients, a ph

∗ ( )λ , were described as functions of C using exponential fits to data from surface waters.
Pigment packaging (a function of cellular diameter and pigment concentration, dci ) was estimated as a function
of C by combining the relationship between a ph

∗ ( )675  and dci  from laboratory with a ph
∗ ( )675  as a function of C

from the field (at 675 nm, the influence of accessory pigments can be neglected). Given a ph
∗ ( )λ  and dci , the

influence of accessory pigmentation (unpackaged absorption, asol
∗ ( )λ ) on a ph

∗ ( )λ  as a function of C is described
for seven wave bands by using iterative solutions for asol

∗ ( )λ , the one remaining unknown in the theoretical
anomalous diffraction approximation [van de Hulst, 1957]. Absorption by CDOM + detritus at 443 nm,
acdom +det ( )443 , is described as a linear function of phytoplankton absorption, aph ( )443 , with an intercept (D0)
and slope (ds) consistent with field data; acdom +det  at other wavelengths is calculated with a spectral slope factor
S. Absorption by water, aw ( )λ , comes from the literature. Spectral backscatter: Both scattering by
phytoplankton plus detritus at 660 nm, bph det+ ( )660 , and the backscatter ratio, bbph det+

~  are specified as functions
of C using published empirical relationships. Their product is used to calculate bb ph + det ( )λ  with the application of
an exponential slope (γ) for wavelength dependence. The slope changes with trophic status, reflecting larger
particle sizes at higher C. Backscatter due to pure water, bbw ( )λ , comes from the literature. To estimate Kd ( )490 ,
an average cosine µd  of 0.7 is assumed. To calculate the blue:green radiance ratio, L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550 , a value for
M of 0.95 is assumed to account for the influence of the light field. The model is novel in that it integrates well-
known relationships between optical properties and C with other bio-optical relationships to achieve
predictions of absorption and scatter as functions of C that by design are consistent with a large body of data
from the field and laboratory. This general approach can be modified to calculate any properties that depend on
absorption, scatter, or, as functions of C, backscatter.
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main accessory pigments of phytoplankton, as well as for
chlorophyll a, has been described [Bidigare et al., 1990;
Hoepffner and Sathyendranath, 1991; see Johnsen et al.,
1994]. However, the ratio of accessory pigments to
chlorophyll a is expected to change with trophic status
[Claustre, 1994], thus modifying asol∗ ( )λ . Briefly, as the
trophic status changes from eutrophic to oligotrophic (i.e., as
C decreases), the mass ratio of accessory pigments to
chlorophyll a increases  [Claustre, 1994; Gieskes et al., 1988],
and in turn asol∗ ( )λ  will increase in the blue-green portion of
the spectrum.

 Because we do not know a priori the form by which asol∗ ( )λ
changes as a function of C, we followed five steps to derive an
approximation (see Figure 1):
1. Empirical relationships between aph∗ ( )λ  and C for seven
wave bands were derived using compiled data from the field,
with C ranging from 0.03 to 32 mg m-3 (Table 1). The data for
each wave band were averaged to be consistent with the
spectral response of the sea-viewing wide-field-of-view sensor
(SeaWiFS) ocean color satellite and with our optical
instruments, which were designed to match SeaWiFS [Cullen et
al., 1994].
2. For each of the seven wave bands aph∗ ( )λ  was computed at 17
values of C (from 0.5 to 50 mg m-3) using the empirical
relationships derived in step 1.
3. For the same 17 values of C, dci  was calculated with (14).
4. For each wave band and value of C, dci  was substituted into
(15) and asol∗ ( )λ  was estimated iteratively by minimizing the
difference between aph∗ ( )λ from (15) and aph∗ ( )λ  from step 2.
5. The final relationships between asol∗ ( )λ  and C were generated
by least squares techniques (Figure 3, see equation form,
parameters, and r2 in Table 2). These curves represent the
“residual” variation of aph∗ ( )λ  versus C, after taking empirically
determined changes in packaging into account.  We stress once
more that these equations are approximations valid only for the
range of C used (i.e., 0.5 to 30 mg m-3).

Agusti 1991
Bricaud and Morel 1986
Morel et al 1993
Johnsen and Sakshaug 1993
Stramski et al 1993
Stramski and Reynolds 1993
Sosik and Mitchell 1994
Ciotti and MacIntyre unpub.
Nelson and Prezelin 1990
Ciotti and Parkhill unpub.
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Figure 2 .  Steps for estimating the product of the cell
diameter and the intracellular pigment concentration ( dci ) as a
function of trophic status. (a) Empirical relationship between
a ph

∗ ( )675  and the product of cell diameter ( d ) and the
intracellular concentration of pigments ( ci ) for data from
cultures. See references for species, media, and light regime.
A. M. Ciotti and J. G. MacIntyre (unpublished data, 1995)
refers to the toxic dinoflagellate Alexandrium tamarense grown
in K media in semicontinuous culture (see MacIntyre et al.
[1997] for details), and A. M. Ciotti and J. P. Parkhill
(unpublished data, 1997) refers to the coastal diatom
Thalassiosira pseudonana in continuous culture. Table in the
figure indicates equation form, parameter values, and
respective standard deviations, and r2. (b) Empirical
relationship between a ph

∗ ( )675  and C. Table indicates equation
form, parameter values, and  respective standard deviations,
and r2. (c) Approximation for a relationship between the
product dci  and C. This approximation was constructed by
equating the relationships derived in Figures 2a and 2b.  Error
bars indicate two standard deviations computed using the Delta
method (see text).

Table 1 .  Parameters and Correlation Coefficient (r2 ) Values
for the Empirical Relationships Generated From the Field Data
Set of aph

∗ ( )λ  and C
Parameter Wavelength (nm)

412 443 490 510 555 670

m1 0.012 0.013 0.010 0.008 0.004 0.008

sd m1 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001

m2 0.039 0.076 0.050 0.015 0.005 0.011

sd m2 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001

m3 3.123 2.987 2.984 0.202 0.132 0.256

sd m3 0.555 0.033 0.377 0.067 0.041 0.045

m4 0.018 0.026 0.020 0.027 ns ns

sd m4 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.002 na na

m5 0.308 0.214 0.232 2.979 ns ns

sd m5 0.122 0.080 0.081 0.478 na na

r2 0.745 0.824 0.810 0.749 0.260 0.446

Equation is a m m me em C m C
ph
∗ = + − −+( ) ( ) ( )λ 1 2 43 5 . Phytoplankton

absorption spectra were averaged, consistent with the spectral response
of the SeaWiFS ocean color sensor (about 20-nm wave bands centered
on the wavelength designated). The data are a compilation of spectra
with 2-nm resolution [Bricaud et al., 1995] and our phytoplankton
absorption data (1-nm resolution) collected off the Oregon coast [Ciotti
et al., 1996] and in a coastal embayment (Bedford Basin, Nova Scotia,
Canada). C is chlorophyll a plus pheopigment concentration. The
parameter values: ns, not significant; na, not available; sd, standard
deviations for each parameter (error in published version corrected here).
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3.1.2. Parameterization of CDOM and detri tal
absorpt ion .   Within the visible range (400 to 700 nm),
CDOM absorption can be parameterized as

              a a ecdom cdom
S

( ) ( )λ λ λ λ= −( )[ ]
0

0 ,                             (16)

where S (nm-1) is the slope of the exponential decrease with
wavelength and acdom ( )λ0  is the absorption coefficient for
CDOM at one reference wavelength, usually between 400 and
440 nm [Bricaud et al., 1981]. The slope S generally varies
from -0.017 to -0.0115 nm-1 [Carder et al., 1989] with a mean
of -0.015 nm-1 for a variety of waters. Absorption by
“detritus” follows the same spectral shape as CDOM
absorption from 400 to 600 nm [Bukata et al., 1983] with
comparatively smaller slopes [Roesler et al., 1989]. Because
we are interested mainly in the blue and green regions, in our
general model, absorption coefficients will be combined in a
single term, acdom+det ( )λ  [e.g., Roesler and Perry, 1995].

Different environments will have different sources of the
detritus and CDOM (e.g., rivers versus autochthonous
production), so a simple parameterization of acdom+det ( )λ
with C is difficult. Nevertheless, an assumed linear
relationship between detritus and phytoplankton absorption

can explain particular situations [see Eppley et al. 1977].
Although the linear relationships presented by Eppley et al.,
[1977] were derived for phytoplankton and detrital carbon
only, we will assume that the same type of relationship can be
expected between phytoplankton absorption and a term
combining detrital and CDOM absorption. The slope of this
line represents the fraction that is directly associated or
covaries with phytoplankton; the intercept represents a
background value. Using 443 nm as a reference wavelength,
acdom+det ( )λ  is expressed as follows:

                  a D d acdom s ph+ = +det ( ) ( )4 4o43 43 ,                      (17)

where Do (m-1) represents a background absorption that is not
correlated with aph ( )443 , and ds  (dimensionless) is the slope
of a linear relationship between aph ( )443  and acdom+det ( )443 .
This type of relationship was observed in our data collected off
the Oregon coast; however, it may not hold in environments
in which CDOM and/or detrital inputs and pools are highly
variable. Once acdom+det ( )443  is computed, the other
wavelengths are estimated with (16) by assuming a value for S.

3.2. Total backscattering

Because backscattering by CDOM can be neglected
[Mobley, 1994], the total backscattering coefficient can be
partitioned into three components:

               b b b bb b b b( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).λ λ λ λ= + +w det ph                     (18)

Backscattering by seawater is assumed to be constant and the
particulate components ( bb i ( )λ , m-1) can be parameterized as
follows [Gordon et al., 1988; Sathyendranath and Platt,
1988]:

                               b b bb b iii ( ) ˜λ λ= ( ),                                 (19)

where bi ( )λ  is the scattering coefficient by each component
(i) and bbi

~  (dimensionless) is the correspondent
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Figure 3. Best fit for derived values of asol
∗ ( )λ  versus C at the SeaWiFS wave bands. See Table 2 for equation

form, parameter values, and respective standard deviations, and r2.

Table 2. Parameters  and r2  Values for  the Relationships
Generated for asol

∗ ( )λ  and C

Parame Wavelength (nm)
412 443 490 510 555 670

m1 0.03 0.046 0.0329 0.024 0.0070 0.0178
sd m1 0.00 0.000 0.0005 0.000 0.0001 0.0003
m2 0.20 0.252 0.2996 0.278 0.0070 0.0178
sd m2 0.01 0.006 0.0115 0.008 0.0069 0.0087
r2 0.93 0.990 0.982 0.989 0.953 0.965

Equation is a m C m
sol
∗ −=( )λ 1 2 . This value was used in

combination with equations (14) and (15) to solve for asol
∗ ( )λ  for

each C. The parameter values in the table describe the best fit for
asol

∗ ( )λ  and C. Standard deviations (sd) for each parameter are
indicated.
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backscattering ratio, which is a function of the particle size
and the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index [Morel
and Bricaud, 1986].

The contribution of phytoplankton to the total
backscattering coefficient is very small [Stramski and Kiefer,
1991, and references therein] because phytoplankton are
generally large compared to the visible wavelengths and their
refractive index is similar to that of seawater. Their
backscattering ratios ( bbph det+

~ ) vary from around 0.0001 to
0.004 [Morel and Bricaud, 1981]. The source of most of the
backscattering in the ocean is unknown and has been
attributed to submicron inorganic particles and heterotrophic
bacteria [Morel and Ahn, 1991; Stramski and Kiefer, 1991;
Ulloa et al., 1994] and more recently to bubbles [Stramski,
1994; Zhang et al., 1998]. Because of that, empirical
relationships between backscattering and C  account for
backscattering of the whole particle assemblage (which in our
terminology would be bbph det+ ( )λ ) [Gordon et al., 1988;
Gordon and Morel, 1983; Morel, 1988; Ulloa et al., 1994].
Thus

              b b b bb b b( ) ( ) ˜ ( )λ λ λ= + +w ph+det ph det .                         (20)

We will present the parameterization of scattering and
backscattering ratio by particles, accounting for the influence
of particle assemblages on the backscattering coefficient, and
the spectral shape of backscatter. We stress that all these
relationships with C are purely empirical and, because of the
low contribution of phytoplankton to the bulk
backscattering, they likely reflect the relationship of
backscattering to  factors that covary with phytoplankton
changes, rather than the direct influence of phytoplankton.

3.2.1.  Scattering by part ic les .   Empirical
relationships between b ph det+ ( )λ  and C are derived from
measurements made predominantly in blue waters at a single
wavelength, using data from transmissometers (i.e., at 660
nm) after correction for absorption by water. The most widely
used relationship is the one proposed by Morel [1988],
recently revisited by Loisel and Morel [1998]. The new
analyses were partitioned into upper (mixed) and deep layers,
and new data were included, expanding the range of C
previously published. The mixed layer equation presented by
Loisel and Morel [1998] showed a good agreement with our
transmissometer data (after correcting for water and
particulate absorption at 660 nm) and with chlorophyll data
collected during the Oregon cruise and during a spring bloom
experiment in Bedford Basin in 1993; thus it will be used to
parameterize bph det+ ( )660 :

                             b Cph det+ =( ) .6 0.347 0.76660                         (21)

3.2.2.  Backscattering ratio.  Existing relationships
for bbph det+

~  as a function of C [Gordon et al., 1988; Morel,
1988] were established from estimated values which accounted
for the expected decrease in bbph det+

~  as C increases, due to the
increasing contribution of larger particles with low
backscattering efficiency [Morel and Bricaud, 1981]. Implicit
in the selection of a particular bbph det+

~ , however, is an assumed
size distribution for the whole particle assemblage.  Ulloa et
al. [1994], using Mie computations, showed that if the size
distribution of particles with the same refractive index i s
modeled as a power law (or a Junge-type distribution), bbph det+

~
is independent of wavelength, and its magnitude depends
strongly on the exponent which describes the slope of the size

distribution: waters with a more negative exponent (i.e.,
smaller sizes are more important) will have a higher bbph det+

~ .
Using inverse modeling of observed reflectance spectra, they
derived an expression of bbph det+

~  versus C consistent with
empirical relationships presented by Gordon et al., [1988] and
Morel [1988]. Thus we will assume that bbph det+

~  is independent
of wavelength and dependent on C following Gordon et al.,
[1988]:

               ˜ logb Cbph+det . - .   ( )= 0 013481 0 00651 10 .                 (22)

3.2.3.  Wavelength dependence of b a c k -
scattering.  Given that bbph det+

~  is assumed to be wavelength
independent, the spectral shape of particle backscattering will
follow that of the particle scattering coefficient. Aiken et al.
[1992] assumed that the wavelength dependence of

bbph det+ ( )λ was approximately λ−1 . It has been shown,
however, that from oligotrophic to eutrophic waters, the
spectral dependence of  particle scattering changes. In
oligotrophic waters, the total scattering coefficient has been
shown to follow both λ−2  [Sathyendranath et al., 1989] and
λ−1 [Mobley, 1994; Morel, 1988], consistent with the
dominance of small particles. In eutrophic environments, the
total scattering has been shown not to vary much with
wavelength [Gordon et al., 1988; Morel, 1988], related to the
addition of bigger particles with flatter scattering spectra. To
account for this change with trophic status, we will assume
that the scattering coefficient follows λ−2  when C is low (0.05
mg m-3) and λ0  when C is high (20 mg m-3) [Gordon et al.,
1988] and that the exponent decreases logarithmically with C.
Accordingly,

      b b b bb b b( ) ( ) ˜ ( ) ,λ λ
λ

γ
= + 



+w ph+det 6ph det 60

660
               (23)

where γ decreases from 2 to 0 following a logarithmic function
of C:

                               γ = −1 100.768  ( ).log C                              (24)

4. Implementation of the Semi-analytical Model

We can now calculate both Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550
as functions of trophic status. The approach is shown in
Figure 1, and the equations are given in section 3. Kd(490) i s
given by

K
a e D d a a

d k
ph k

S
ph k w
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( ) ( ( ) ) ( )
,
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90 4 49047
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+ + +−
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µ
                                                                                                         (25)

and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  is given by
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where γ designates the spectral dependence of the particle
scattering and k represents the evaluation of each term for a
given C value. In these equations
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µd =0.7 (see section 2.2);
S =-0.015 (nm-1, see section 3.1.2);
Do =0.02 (m-1, simulating an oligotrophic acdom+det

background [Kirk, 1994b]),
ds =0.3 (following Bricaud and Stramski [1990]).

 Assuming that this general model has the same form as
empirically derived relationships [Aarup et al., 1996; Austin
and Petzold, 1981; Mueller and Trees, 1997],

ln( ( ) ( )) ln( ( ) / ( ))K K A A L Ld d u u490 490 443 5500 1− = +w ,      (27)

where Kdw ( )490  is the attenuation coefficient of pure water at
490 nm. The parameters A0  and A1 can be estimated
statistically for predictive purposes given solutions of (25)
and (26) over a range of C. For different environments and/or
different assumptions, the parameters and relationships with C
are expected to differ, as we will show later. Nevertheless, the
basic principles will hold and new relationships can be derived
accordingly. Hereinafter, this general model will be referred to
as the Semi-analytical Model of Ocean Color and Attenuation
as a Function of Trophic Status (SAMOCAFOTS). The model
predicts absorption and backscatter in the ocean, and hence
attenuation and spectral reflectance, as a function of surface
chlorophyll, consistent with well-described bio-optical
relationships derived from theory, laboratory research, and
measurements in the field.  Therefore it reconciles a broad
range of known relationships between phytoplankton
community structure, optical properties of surface waters, and
trophic status of surface waters.

It is acknowledged that modeling optical properties as
functions of chlorophyll concentration can introduce many
limitations, mainly regarding the imprecise relationship
between chlorophyll and phytoplankton biomass [Cullen,
1982]. Nonetheless, chlorophyll is the single most evident
descriptor of phytoplankton abundance, and understanding
how different communities influence optical properties is an
important starting point to a better interpretation of bio-
optical models. The results of our sensitivity analysis (see
below) reveal how different communities influence optical
properties at a given chlorophyll concentration.

The validation of the semi-analytical model is done through
comparisons with empirical relationships between diffuse
attenuation at 490 nm, Kd ( )490 , and ratios of upwelling
radiance of 443 to 550 nm, L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550 . These particular
wavelengths were selected due to the availability of several
empirical relationships [e.g., Aarup et al., 1996; Austin and
Petzold, 1981; Mueller and Trees, 1997] and a large
independent data set. By adjusting a few parameters (see
below), the model can easily include other wavelengths.

5. Bio-optical Field Data

Bio-optical data at the surface were collected during a
number of cruises (Table 3). For sampling details during the
Bedford Basin summer experiments (BBS92 and 93) and the
cruise off Oregon (ORE94), refer to Cullen et al. [1994] and
Ciotti et al. [1996], respectively. Chlorophyll (fluorometric)
as well as particulate (filter pad method) and dissolved
absorption were measured as described by Ciotti et al. [1996].
Data from the 1996 time series in Bedford Basin (BBTS96)
were collected every 10 min with a tethered attenuation
coefficient chain sensor, which was moored in Bedford Basin

from July to November. This instrument is a radiometer buoy
measuring spectral upwelling radiance ( Lu ( )λ ) in seven wave
bands at a depth of 0.45 m, and a chain containing four
Ed ( )490  sensors, positioned at 2, 4, 8, and 16 m, with
another 30 cm above the surface. Surface (upper 2 m) Kd ( )490
was computed using estimated Ed(490) just below the surface
(i.e., Ed ( )490  in the air corrected for Fresnel reflectance [see
Mobley, 1994], assuming wind speed equal to zero) and the
Ed ( )490  sensor from 2 m. Because Lu ( )λ  sensors are located
at a depth of 0.45 m, Lu ( )443  and Lu ( )550  were propagated to
just below the surface using the empirically determined
spectral model of Austin and Petzold [1986] for Kd ( )λ  as a
function of Kd ( )490 . Independent Kd ( )λ  data were obtained
throughout the experiment confirming the appropriateness of
this model for Bedford Basin during the study period.

During the WE97 cruise (Table 3), a radiometer buoy
measuring radiance reflectance ( Lu ( )λ  and Ed ( )λ  in 13 wave
bands) and a profiling radiometer measuring Ed ( )λ  in the
same wave bands were used. Sampling design and data
processing were similar to those used during the ORE94 cruise,
but because the radiance sensors were very close to the surface,
Lu ( )λ  was not corrected for attenuation.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Model Versus Established Empirical
R e l a t i o n s h i p s

We now compare our parameterization of Kd ( )490  and
L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550  with established empirical relationships.

6.1.1. Diffuse attenuation versus C .  For Kd ( )490
as a function of C, we used the relationship described by Morel
[1988] (Figure 4a). Our parameterization of Kd ( )490 , which i s
based on data from laboratory and field, agreed to within 20%
of the empirical relationship based on direct measurements,
varying from overestimating by 20% at 0.5 mg m-3 to
underestimating by 15% at 10 mg m-3; above 10 mg m-3, our
model values remained 15% less than the empirical
relationship. These results suggest some small
inconsistencies in the parameterization of absorption by
phytoplankton and/or by detritus plus CDOM. Although the
visual comparison of model and empirical data in Figure 4a
makes it tempting to infer that our parameterization
underestimates total absorption (see (6)), the disagreement
could also be a result of the form of the equation chosen to

Table 3. List of Cruises With Respective Location, Dates
and Optical Measurements at the Surface

Cruise Location Dates Optical properties
measured

 near-surface
ORE94 off the Oregon

coast
September

1994
Lu ( )443 , Lu ( )555 ,

Kd ( )490
WE97 Bering Sea April 1997 Lu ( )443 , Lu ( )555 ,

Kd ( )490
BBS92 Bedford Basin August 1992 Lu ( )443 , Lu ( )555 ,

Kd ( )490
BBS93 Bedford Basin

during a red tide
August 1993 Lu ( )443 , Lu ( )555 ,

Kd ( )490
BBTS96 Bedford Basin June to

November
1996

Lu ( )443 , Lu ( )559 ,

Kd ( )490
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represent the field data, and also from keeping a constant
value for the average cosine (see section 2.2). Nonetheless,
considering all the assumptions that we made and the
variability in the field data, the agreement is good: our semi-
analytical expressions for IOPs, derived from basic bio-
optical principles and relationships, reproduced well a
statistically derived relationship between AOPs.

6.1.2. Retrieval of C  from ocean co lor .   The
comparison between our parameterization of reflectance ratios
and empirical data was done for relationships between C and
L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550 ,  computed as in (26) and modifying

relevant parameters from 443 to 490 nm. In coastal waters,
490 nm has been shown to work better than 443 nm [e.g.,
Aiken et al., 1995, and references therein], and the new global
algorithms for retrieving C from ocean color are now based on
L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550 . For a range of C, we used our model to

compute L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550 , which could be related to remotely
sensed C (RSC) using published algorithms (Figure 4b). Two
empirical RSC models were used: the coastal zone color s
canner (CZCS) algorithm for RSC >1 mg m-3 (see Lewis and
Cullen [1991], but note that the original algorithm was
established for 500 to 560 nm) and the more recent SeaWiFS
algorithm [O'Reilly et al., 1998]. Both empirical algorithms
were derived with a very limited number of data points at high
C, so comparisons at high C are meaningless. This analysis
(Figure 4b) resulted in a good agreement (within 20%) between
C used to compute L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550  and the retrieved RSC
(inversion of L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550 ) using the SeaWiFS algorithm
for C from 0.5 to 30 mg m-3. Using the CZCS algorithm to
retrieve RSC, the agreement was lower overall, and the
retrieved C agreed within 20% with input C from 5 to 18 mg
m-3. These comparisons also demonstrate how our semi-
analytical expressions for IOPs derived from basic bio-optical
principles can reconcile relationships between AOPs and C.

6.1.3. Diffuse attenuation versus radiance
ratio.  Empirical models relating Kd ( )490  to
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  [Aarup et al., 1996; Austin and Petzold,

1981; Mueller and Trees, 1997] and the results derived by
SAMOCAFOTS are shown in Figure 4c.  The agreement
between our model and the empirical relationships, and the
agreement among the empirical relationships, is good for C up
to 10 mg m-3. Divergence among the different empirical models
is noticeable in  green waters ( L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  < 0.5),
reflecting the bio-optical differences among data sets,
differences in sample size, and the ranges of Kd ( )490  and
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  included in each. SAMOCAFOTS also

diverges from the empirical relationships when
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  < 0.5, that is, C > 12 mg m-3 with more

influence of CDOM (see below). However, the fact that a good
agreement was possible without adjusting any of the
parameters suggests that the simplifications and assumptions
made in deriving the semi-analytical model are valid at least for
C between 0.5 and about 15 mg m-3.

6.2. Model Versus Independent Bio-optical Data

We now compare the semi-analytical model with
independent optical measurements of L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  and
Kd ( )490  (Figure 5). For L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  from 0.5 to about
1.5, the general model explained most (above 90%) of the
variability in Kd ( )490  found in the field data. Note that the
data from the Bering Sea cruise in 1997 tended to remain below
the line defined by the general model. For radiance ratios
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Figure 4 .  Comparison between empirical models and the
parameterization of SAMOCAFOTS.  (a) Attenuation
coefficient at 490 nm versus the empirical model by Morel
[1988].  (b) Radiance ratio of 490 to 550 nm
( L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550 ) which was calculated as in (26) with the
relevant parameters modified from 443 to 490 nm (see text).
Comparison with the CZCS algorithm for C >1 mg m-3 [see
Lewis and Cullen, 1991] and the more recent SeaWiFS
algorithm [O'Reilly et al., 1998].  (c) SAMOCAFOTS and
empirical models relating Kd ( )490  to L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  derived
by Austin and Petzold [1981], Aarup et al. [1996], and Mueller
and Trees [1997]. Note that empirical models were not
extrapolated beyond the upper limit of Kd ( )490  measured in
each case.
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below 0.5, however, it is clear that no single relationship can
explain the dispersion of the data, especially those derived
from Bedford Basin. These data suggest that a family of curves
can be derived and show also a group of outliers associated
with a red tide event during BBS93 [Cullen et al., 1994].

The most obvious differences among the data collected in
Bedford Basin and the other data sets are related to the higher
influence of CDOM and detritus in Bedford Basin. From
absorption data collected weekly in Bedford Basin in 1996
(Figure 6; data from the Oregon cruise is plotted for
comparison) we observed that the parameters describing
CDOM plus detrital absorption ( Do  and ds ) differed from the
original parameterization, although the slope S was in average
close to -0.015. Thus to encompass more properly the range of
conditions in Bedford Basin a second curve was constructed by
using the same parameter values as in SAMOCAFOTS, except
that Do  and ds  were set to 0.4 m-1 and 0.4, respectively. The C
range was also extended to 50 mg m-3. Hereafter this
relationship will be referred to as SAMOCAFOTS high CDOM.

Although SAMOCAFOTS high CDOM can explain some of
the variability of the high Kd ( )490  data as a function of C, the
sources of the residuals about this mean relationship remain to
be examined. In what follows, we developed an analysis to
examine the independent influences of (1) packaging ( dci ) and
pigment composition ( asol∗ ( )λ ), (2) the dependence of the
scattering coefficient on wavelength (γ), and (3) the effects of
CDOM and detrital absorption ( acdom+det ( )λ ).

6.3. Sensitivity Analysis

We constructed relationships between Kd ( )490  and
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  using a range of fixed values for individual

input parameters that were functions of C in SAMOCAFOTS
(see Table 4). As mentioned above, the goals of this analysis
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were to identify the sources of the residual variability and to
identify the effect of changes in phytoplankton community
structure on this relationship.

6.3.1. Packaging and Pigment C o m p o s i t i o n .
The idealized parameterization of phytoplankton absorption
in our model accounted for changes in community structure as
C increased, which was consistent with empirical
relationships between aph∗ ( )λ  and C. Packaging and pigment
composition were treated separately so that we could analyze
the effects of different cell sizes with distinct pigment
composition.

 In order to simulate the effects of pigment packaging, we
reconstructed the curves of Kd ( )490  versus L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550
using the SAMOCAFOTS parameterizations but substituting
constant dci  for all C values (Table 4). The influence of
different pigment composition was analyzed in a similar
manner: the terms of asol∗ ( )λ  which varied with C (Table 2)
were replaced with fixed values. Because three wavelengths are
involved, we computed asol∗ ( )443 , asol∗ ( )490 , and asol∗ ( )550  for
three concentrations of C (1, 5, and 20 mg m-3), representing
high, middle and low accessory pigmentation, respectively
[Claustre, 1994].  The  goal was to keep the proportions
among the three wavelengths consistent with field
observations.

Both packaging and pigment composition strongly affected
the shapes of the curves (Figure 7). Some of the combinations
of parameter values resulted in reconstructed curves that were
close to the general models (and consequently, close to the
empirical models). However, no single combination was able
to reproduce these models completely for the given ranges of
C. The general trend in the model was in accordance with
expected changes in phytoplankton composition as C
increases can be seen in Figure 7: as cell size, hence dci ,
increases [Chisholm et al., 1988; Malone, 1980; Yentsch and
Phinney, 1989],  the ratio (mass to mass) of accessory
pigments to chlorophyll a decreases [Claustre, 1994], thus
decreasing asol∗ ( )λ . The combinations of fixed parameters
created an “envelope” around the general relationship. Not
surprisingly, the most significant deviations were observed
when phytoplankton communities were composed of cells that
were “opposed” to the normal trend, that is, small and less
pigmented cells dominating at high C, or bigger cells that
were heavily pigmented. These are possible occurrences in

coastal and estuarine waters. For example, blooms of
Skeletonema costatum have low dci  [see Morel and Bricaud,
1986] and blooms of some dinoflagellates (e.g., Alexandrium
tamarense in laboratory experiments) show high dci  values
from 55 to 116 mg m-2.

 Deviations occur in both Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  as
functions of C (see examples for “medium” accessory pigments
in Figure 8). For a given C, bigger cells show higher
reflectance ratios and smaller attenuation than the general
tendency (SAMOCAFOTS). The two effects combined make the
relationship between Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  deviate
to the upper part of the “envelope” observed around the
expected central tendency. Conversely, dominance of small
and “pale” cells  push the relationship to the lower part of the
envelope. The same trends were observed in the sensitivity
analysis using SAMOCAFOTS high CDOM (Figures 7d, 7e,
and 7f).

Some of the deviations observed in our data set (Figure 5)
can indeed be related to the “size” of the dominant organism.
During the red tide event (BBS93), when large dinoflagellates
(Gonyaulax digitale and Dinophysis spp.) were at depth and
the surface community was composed of small flagellates, the
observations approached the general relationships. When the
dinoflagellate cells were at the surface, the observations
clearly deviated to the upper portion of the “envelope” [Cullen
et al., 1994]. During the cruise in the Bering Sea in 1997,
observations clustered to the lower portion at high C. These
samples were dominated by colonies of Phaeocystis sp. (J. J .
Cullen et al., unpublished  data, 1997) containing small cells.

Thus, as a first approximation, deviations from the general
relationship between Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  could be
used as a way to detect and characterize blooms optically. This
might only work at a regional level, because the establishment
of a precise general relationships relies on knowledge of how
the several parameters covary with C (equations (25) and (26)).

6 . 3 . 2 .  Spectral dependence of total s c a t t e r i n g ,
As discussed in section 3.2, the particle backscattering
coefficient can generally be represented by an inverse-
wavelength dependent spectrum [see Mobley, 1994]. In
SAMOCAFOTS, its exponent (γ) followed an assumed
logarithmic relationship with C, going from λ−2  at low C
grading to λ0  at high C, representing the importance of small
and large particles, respectively. The sensitivity of
SAMOCAFOTS to γ was thus established by substituting its
relationship with C with fixed values from -2 to 0.5 (Figure 9).
The effect of changes in γ appears small for the more
commonly reported exponents of -1 to 0, becoming
increasingly important as C increases (Figure 9a). The effect i s
larger when the absorption by CDOM plus detritus i s
important (Figure 9b).

The apparent change of the exponent from -2 or -1 to 0 is a
“mean” observation [Gordon et al., 1988; Morel, 1988;
Sathyendranath et al., 1989]. Comparison of SAMOCAFOTS
with the Austin and Petzold [1981] empirical relationship at
high Kd ( )490  (Figure 9a) suggests that the exponent could
exceed 0 in eutrophic waters. Further investigation of the
relationships between particle backscattering and C in these
waters is required, especially given that laboratory
experiments with large phytoplankton species have shown
spectral features of bb  that do not necessarily conform to a
simple relationship with wavelength [Stramski and Kiefer,
1991].  This  will  be  probably  the  case  when  blooms  occur,

Table 4. Values for the Parameters and Variables Used in the
Sensitivity Analysis

Input variables Values

C, mg m−3 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 18,
25, and 30 plus 40 and 50 for SAMOCAFOTS
high CDOM

asol m mgChl∗ −( )λ , 2 1 Corresponding to equations in Table 2

dci , mg m−2 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120

γ 2, 1, 0, and -0.5

Do , m−1 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5

ds 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8

S, nm−1 -0.010, -0.012, -0.016, -0.018, -0.020, and
-0.025

These values replaced the relationships with C in the general model.
The parameter γ refers to the exponent of the relationship between
particle scattering and wavelength.
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 because one particular group dominates the optical properties
[e.g., Subramaniam and Carpenter, 1994]. If a bloom of bigger
cells (high packaging) had a large influence on the total
scattering coefficient or on the backscattering ratio [Ahn et
al., 1992], it would result in positive exponents. In this case,
the effect could counteract the effect of packaging on the
deviations in the relationship between Kd ( )490  and
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550 . Thus it will be probably necessary to

measure directly both absorption and scattering signatures for
pertinent groups of phytoplankton in the field during blooms.

 This analysis also suggests that input of different sizes of
inorganic and organic material can strongly affect the

relationship between Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550 . The
inclusion of such particles, in addition to particle assemblage
parameterized in SAMOCAFOTS can be easily done by the
addition of an extra term in (23), such that

b b b b

b b

b b b
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where bbnon-ph
~  is the backscattering ratio for the additional

particles and bnon- ph ( )660  is its respective scattering
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Figure 7 .  Results of the sensitivity analysis of the effects of changes in packaging and pigment
composition. Individual points represent fixed values of the product of cell diameter and intracellular
concentration of pigments, dci  (see legend). Three fixed levels of asol

∗ ( )λ  were used to represent high to low
influence of accessory pigments, following the equations in Table 2 for C concentrations of (a and d) 1 mg m-3,
(b and e) 5 mg m-3, and (c and f) 20 mg m-3. All the other parameters are a function of C, as in SAMOCAFOTS
and SAMOCAFOTS high CDOM, respectively.
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coefficient at 660 nm. As was done for phytoplankton plus
detritus, once bbnon- ph ( )660  is estimated, a spectral dependency
( γ non ph− ) has to be assumed. Particles such as clay can have a
backscattering ratio of up to 0.08 [Bukata et al., 1983], and if
a dependency of λ−1  is assumed, significant deviations from
the general trend can result from increasingly larger inputs of
these particles (Figures 10a and 10b). The input of these
additional particles in Figures 10a and 10b is simulated by
increasing the value of their scattering coefficient,
bnon- ph ( )660 .

On the other hand, the input of particles with low
backscattering ratios, small slopes, and no spectral
dependency for the scattering coefficient (for example,
organic particles with backscattering ratio 0.01), influence
the relationship only slightly (Figures 10c and 10d),
especially in situations where the proportion of acdom+det  to
aph  is high. Nevertheless, a large input of organic particles
(for example, in Bedford Basin) with absorption spectra that

differ from those of the oceanic phytoplankton and detritus
will affect the relationship between total absorption and C, as
described below.

6.3.3. CDOM and detrital absorpt ion .   The effects
of acdom+det ( )λ  can be analyzed by varying: Do , the
absorption attributed to a “background” concentration; ds , the
fraction covarying with phytoplankton absorption; and S ,
the slope of the decay of acdom+det ( )λ  with wavelength.
Values of Do  were selected to represent environments ranging
from oligotrophic oceanic waters to estuarine waters (based on
Kirk [1994b]). The range of ds  was based on our absorption
data from a variety of coastal waters (not shown), in which we
compared measured values of the absorption coefficient by
phytoplankton to measured values of the combined
contribution of absorption by CDOM and detritus at 443 nm.
Values for S  vary over published ranges for CDOM absorption
[e.g., Carder et al., 1989; Green and Blough, 1994].

Changes in Do  (Figure 11a) affected the relationship
between Kd ( )490  and L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  slightly at low C,
and changes in ds  (Figure 11b) hardly influenced the shape of
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Figure 8. Analysis of the effects of changes in packaging
for a fixed pigment composition (“medium” accessory
pigments, as in Figure 7b) and the relationships between: (a)
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  and C, and (b) Kd ( )490  and C. Individual

points refer to fixed values of the product of cell diameter and
intracellular concentration of pigments, dci  (legend) and
asol

∗ ( )λ  computed as in the equations in Table 2 for C equal to
5 mg m-3 (“medium” accessory pigments). Symbols indicate
dci  values in both graphs. Solid line is our model.
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the relationship. This may be one of the reasons why the
empirical relationship of Austin and Petzold [1981] has been
shown to hold in more turbid environments [Cullen et al.,
1994]. In fact, if we were to extrapolate SAMOCAFOTS to very
high (and unreasonable) C, and the empirical relationships to
lower values of L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550 , the curves would explain
from 40 to 60% of the variability of the data with high
Kd ( )490 . In other words, despite the variability in
acdom+det ( )λ  in Bedford Basin (see Figure 6), empirical
relationships can still predict Kd ( )490  with some degree of
accuracy.

The effect of increasing acdom+det ( )λ  is to reduce the overall
sensitivity of the radiance ratios to distinguish between the
different levels of C, as anticipated [Gordon et al., 1983, and
references therein] and verified in the field [Hochman et al.,
1995]. Figures 11c and 11d show the effects of varying Do  and
ds , respectively, on the ratio of upwelling radiance at 490 to
that at 550 nm and the resulting changes in C retrieved using
the SeaWiFS algorithm [O'Reilly et al., 1998]. Changes in ds
affected the results modestly (less than 40%); however,
changes in Do  resulted in an overestimation of the retrieved C
by a factor of more than 10 when in situ C is low, and by a
factor of 2 when in situ C is high. The attenuation coefficient
remained sensitive to changes in C at

all concentrations of acdom+det ( )λ  (Figures 11e and 11f) but
will respond to both Do  and ds  in a similar manner as
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  does. Because in our parameterization the

relationship between acdom+det  and aph  is linear, it is not
surprising that the effects of both Do  and ds  on
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  and Kd ( )490  are proportional to one

another, and therefore the form of original relationship i s
maintained.

So far, we have assessed the influence of CDOM plus detrital
absorption by varying the total amount while keeping the
spectral shape constant. The shape is expected to change
depending on the composition and origin of CDOM, which i s
manifested by changes in the slope S  [Carder et al., 1989].
Because of that, S  could be expected to vary seasonally. In
addition, in waters such as Bedford Basin, the variability in S
could follow a range of different timescales, associated with
tidal and wind mixing as well as river outflow and
precipitation rates. The sensitivity of SAMOCAFOTS to S
(Figure 12) shows that it can influence significantly the
relationship when acdom+det ( )λ  is high. The range of
variability around the central tendency explained by
SAMOCAFOTS high CDOM (Figure 12b) is consistent with
the range of variability found during our time series
experiment in Bedford Basin, suggesting that models should
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Figure 10. Influence of an additional input of particles simulated by their attenuation coefficient at 660 nm,
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SAMOCAFOTS and SAMOCAFOTS high CDOM, respectively.  (c and d) Same as Figures 10a and 10b, only for
input of particles with backscattering ratio of 0.01 and no spectral dependency for the scattering coefficient.
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incorporate terms to account for the variability in S  for water
bodies in which CDOM is an important contributor to total
absorption.

7. Summary and Conclusions

We constructed a semi-analytical model to explore the
effects of diverse optical components on the relationship

between upwelling radiance ratios and diffuse attenuation. The
model was based on well described, fundamental sources of
optical variability in the ocean. We parameterized optical
properties as functions of C, consistent with observations
from the field, reconciled with theoretical and laboratory-
derived optical relationships. Although C is a poor descriptor
of phytoplankton biomass [Cullen, 1982], the construction of
a general (or “expected”) relationship as a function of C
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Figure 11.  (a) Sensitivity analysis of SAMOCAFOTS to changes in Do , the absorption by the background
concentration of CDOM and detritus. Values of Do  represent CDOM absorption at 443 nm within the ranges
found from oligotrophic to estuarine waters.  (b) Sensitivity to ds , the slope of the assumed linear
relationship between phytoplankton and CDOM and detritus absorption. Values of ds  represent ranges found
in our database for absorption at 443 nm in a variety of coastal waters.  (c and d) Same as in Figures 11a and
11b, only for the relationship between L Lu u( ) / ( )490 550  which was parameterized as in (26) with the relevant
parameters modified from 443 to 490 nm and C.  (e and f) Same as in Figures 11a and 11b, only for the
relationship between Kd ( )490  and C. The empirical model by Morel [1988] is plotted for comparison.
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allowed us to develop more mechanistic approaches to
interpret changes in phytoplankton optical properties as a
function of trophic status [e.g., Yentsch and Phinney, 1989].
In addition, analysis and interpretation of deviations from the
expected trend can be useful tools [e.g., Morel, 1997].

 The resulting general relationship between Kd ( )490 and
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  reproduced well both empirical models and

independent bio-optical data from a variety of environments.
The individual parameterizations of diffuse attenuation and
radiance ratios also agreed well with patterns in data from the
field. Our model reconciles relationships between inherent and
apparent optical properties, as well as theoretical, laboratory,
and field observations. The agreement between statistical

models and the semi-analytical expressions was above 80% for
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  above 0.5. The parameterization of

phytoplankton absorption can be modified to include a range
of phytoplankton communities for a given value of C.

 Variability around the central tendency explained by the
general model was modeled by varying the original
relationship between the input parameters and C. The
estimated deviations from the general model  could be related
to the variability observed in the field measurements.
Substantial deviations were produced by (1) changes in
packaging at high accessory pigment concentration, (2)
changes in the spectral shape of the scattering coefficient
(implying changes in the size distribution of the particles and
also different types of particles) in environments where CDOM
and detrital absorption is important, and (3) variability in
nonphytoplanktonic absorption, particularly changes in S ,
the slope of the decrease in absorption with wavelength, in
environments expected to have a large contribution of CDOM
and/or detrital absorption. Although with the set of wave
bands used in this analysis it is difficult to distinguish among
these effects, we speculate that packaging and high accessory
pigment concentration explain in large part the deviations
found during a red tide event (BBS93), because during this
experiment, absorption by CDOM remained relatively
consistent. These deviations could be applied in monitoring
such events using simple passive optical instruments [Cullen
et al., 1997]. Our analyses suggest that SAMOCAFOTS-like
relationships could be constructed to discriminate rough
features among different phytoplankton communities (i.e.,
packaging), given a set of optimized wavelengths which
minimizes the influence of CDOM and detrital absorption.
Algorithms using two or more radiance ratios (with SeaWiFS
wavelengths) to estimate chlorophyll concentrations in waters
with CDOM and detrital influence are being developed and
tested [e.g., Aiken et al., 1995, and references therein].

Another important point can be made regarding the
predictive skills of the semi-analytical relationship compared
to the empirical ones: in the independent data set presented in
this paper, the forecast skill of Kd ( )490  from
L Lu u( ) / ( )443 550  was about the same using our model as with

the empirical relationships. This is not unexpected, as both
the general semi-analytical and empirical equations represent
general trends or averages of the variability in optical
properties by phytoplankton and other components. The main
goal of expressing optical properties through semi-analytical
expressions, rather than improving their statistical forecast
skill, is to produce tools to understand quantitatively the
factors that influence these properties. Once these factors are
defined, some forecast skill improvement can be made if
independent and concurrent optical measurements are made to
account for first-order deviations from the general trend.
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Figure 12. Sensitivity analysis of SAMOCAFOTS to
changes in S, the slope of the decrease of CDOM plus detrital
absorption with wavelength. Values of S represent ranges
found in the literature and in our database.

Notation

a( )λ total absorption coefficient, m-1.
acdom ( )λ absorption coefficient due to CDOM, m-1.
acdom+det ( )λ absorption coefficient due to combined effects of CDOM and detritus, m-1.
aph ( )λ absorption coefficient for phytoplankton, m-1.
aw ( )λ absorption coefficient for pure water, m-1.

aph
∗ ( )λ phytoplankton specific absorption coefficient, m2 mgChl-1.

asol
∗ ( )λ pigment cellular solution specific absorption coefficient, m2 mgChl-1.
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